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• Let G be an adapted process, and σ be a finite stopping time.
• Note Gσ =

�N
n= Gn1σ=n.

• Let (X0, (Δn)) be a self-financing portfolio, and Xn at time n be the wealth of this portfolio at time n.

Definition 6.38. Consider a derivative security that pays Gσ at the random time σ. A self-financing portfolio with wealth process X is
a replicating strategy if Xσ = Gσ.

Remark 6.39. If a replicating strategy exists, then at any time before σ, the wealth of the replicating strategy must equal the arbitrage
free price V . That is, 1{n�σ}Xn = 1{n�σ}Vn.

Theorem 6.40. The security with payoff Gσ (at the stopping time σ) can be replicated. The arbitrage free price is given by

Vn1{σ�n} = 1
Dn

Ẽn(DσGσ1{σ�n})

Remark 6.41. The only thing required for the proof of Theorem 6.40 is the fact that Xn is the wealth of a self-financing portfolio if and
only if DnXn is a P̃ martingale.













Proposition 6.42. The wealth of the replicating portfolio (at times before σ) is uniquely determined by the recurrence relations:
XN 1{σ=N} = GN 1{σ=N}

Xn1{σ�n} = Gn1{σ=n} + 1
1 + r

1{σ>n}ẼnXn+1 .

If we write ω = (ω�, ωn+1, ω��) with ω� = (ω1, . . . , ωn), then we know in the Binomial model we have
ẼnXn+1(ω) = ẼnXn+1(ω�) = p̃Xn+1(ω�, 1) + q̃Xn+1(ω�, −1) .



As before, we will use state processes to find practical algorithms to price securities.

Example 6.43. Let A, U > 0. The up-and-rebate option pays the face value A at the first time the stock price exceeds U (up to maturity
time N), and nothing otherwise. Find an efficient way to compute the arbitrage free price of this option.



Proposition 6.44. Let Y = (Y 1, . . . , Y d) be a d-dimensional process such that for every n we have Yn+1(ω) = hn+1(Yn(ω), ωn+1) for
some deterministic function hn+1. Let A1, . . . , AN ⊆ Rd, with AN Rd, and define the stopping time σ by

σ = min{n ∈ {0, . . . , N} | Yn ∈ An} .

Let g0, . . . gN be N deterministic functions on Rd, and consider a security that pays Gσ = gσ(Yσ). The arbitrage free price of this security
is of the form Vn1{σ�n} = fn(Yn)1{σ�n} . The functions fn satisfy the recurrence relation

fN (y) = gN (y)

fn(y) = 1{y∈An}gn(y) +
1{y /∈An}

1 + r

�
p̃fn+1(hn+1(y, 1)) + q̃fn+1(hn+1(y, −1))

�



6.4. Optional Sampling. Consider a market with a few risky assets and a bank.

Question 6.45. If there is no arbitrage opportunity at time N , can there be arbitrage opportunities at time n � N? How about at finite
stopping times?



Proposition 6.46. There is no arbitrage opportunity at time N if and only if there is no arbitrage opportunity at any finite stopping
time.



Question 6.47. Say M is a martingale. We know EMn = EM0 for all n. Is this also true for stopping times?



Theorem 6.48 (Doob’s optional sampling theorem). Let τ be a bounded stopping time and M be a martingale. Then EnMτ = Mτ∧n.



Proposition 6.49. Suppose a market admits a risk neutral measure. If X is the wealth of a self-financing portfolio and τ is a finite
stopping time such that X0 = 0, and Xτ � 0, then Xτ = 0.

Remark 6.50. This is simply an alternate proof of Proposition 6.46.



Question 6.51 (Gamblers ruin). Suppose N = ∞. Let Xn be i.i.d. random variables with mean 0, and let Sn =
�n

1 Xk. Let τ = min{n |
Sn = 1}. (It is known that τ < ∞ almost surely.) What is ESτ ? What is limN→∞ ESτ∧N ?



6.5. American Options. An American option is an option that can be exercised at any time chosen by the holder.

Definition 6.52. Let G0, G1, . . . , GN be an adapted process. An American option with intrinsic value G is a security that pays Gσ at
any finite stopping time σ chosen by the holder.

Example 6.53. An American put with strike K is an American option with intrinsic value (K − Sn)+.

Question 6.54. How do we price an American option? How do we decide when to exercise it? What does it mean to replicate it?


